4th Quarter 2015 | C. Brett D’Arcy
2015 ended with a modest recovery in stocks as the Standard and Poor’s 500 Stock Index gained 7.03%. This year-end rally
was just enough to push the index into positive territory for the entire year (1.37%). However, the S&P 500 was not indicative
of the entire equity market. In 2015 only a select number of large, domestic stocks performed well. In contrast, the Russell
2000 Small Cap Index lost 4.41%, the Russell Mid-Cap Index lost 2.44%, the MSCI EAFE (developed country foreign stocks)
lost .21%, and the MSCI Emerging Markets Index lost 14.92% (Bloomberg, LP). In interest rate markets, bond yields rose
slightly during the fourth quarter as the Federal Reserve raised the target rate on the Federal Funds rate to .50%. For the year,
the 10-Year U.S. Treasury note experienced a small yield increase from 2.17% to 2.27%. The price of oil ended the year at
$37.04 for a barrel of WTI Cushing Crude. This was a decline of 17.85% for the quarter and 30.47% for the year.
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Now we are two months beyond the end of 2015 and much has changed. The FOMC rate increase, collapsing oil prices, and
capital outflows from China have combined to push stocks lower to start 2016. By mid-February the S&P 500 was down
8.51%. The bad news (and good news) is the single biggest pressure on the stock market is coming from low oil prices. This
is bad because the oil (energy) sector employs lots of people and is a major user of the capital markets process. When oil goes
down, energy (and energy-related) companies shrink (or disappear) and layoffs occur. Financial companies suffer because they
have loan, underwriting, and fee exposure to the energy sector. The good news is that, over time, lower energy prices will
provide lower costs to companies and higher discretionary spending for consumers. In the beginning of 2016 investors have
only focused on the negative aspects of falling energy prices. This is evidenced by the high correlation of oil prices to similar
changes in the stock market. As the price of oil went down, so did the stock market. As oil went up, so did the stock market.
In fact, during the first two months of 2016 oil fell 19 days and the S&P also fell on 15 of the those same days. Both markets
hit a two-month low on February 11th.
D’Arcy Capital believes something significant occurred on the first day of March. On March 1st it appears that the relationship
between stocks and oil prices may have decoupled. As the first day of trading in March opened, oil moved lower and the stock
market immediately pushed higher. By the end of the day oil prices did manage to gain 1.9% while stocks closed up 2.39%
(S&P 500). The change was subtle and brief but it is the signal that D’Arcy Capital was expecting. For the first time in 2016,
the lower oil prices produced higher stock prices and it was the stock market that was dictating the direction.
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LOOKING AHEAD
During the first two months of 2016 D’Arcy Capital has used the cyclical downturn in stock prices as an opportunity to produce
future growth. D’Arcy Capital has made several investment changes in response to lower oil and lower stock prices while
maintaining full exposure to stocks and bonds (as individual allocations dictate). D’Arcy Capital has actively deployed cash,
dividends, interest, and contributions into portfolio holdings. It is important that long-term investors use the current trough in
stock prices to establish a lower cost basis and position themselves to benefit as stocks climb higher. Experienced long-term
investors know periods like this require decisive and confident action. Although market downturns are bad and uncomfortable
they start to feel much better when stock purchases are being made at lower prices.
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D’Arcy Capital does not expect volatility to subside in financial markets. There is no shortage of noise (presidential election,
Fed tightening cycle, falling commodity prices) that will produce large daily and monthly swings in the price of stocks. However; with low oil prices, low unemployment, and many of the sellers shaken out of the market, the trend for stocks should be
higher for the remainder of 2016. D’Arcy Capital is overweighting financial companies, micro-cap companies, REITs and
emerging markets. Concurrently, D’Arcy Capital is underweighting utility companies, energy companies, long-duration debt,
and cash. Active management (not tied to an index weighting) will outperform passive management (indexing – ETFs) as the
ability to pick individual investments becomes very valuable. The stock recovery will not be the same for every sector and
every stock. It is important to remain selective in a market that experienced a broad decline for the last ten months.
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